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A flying pig steals the lead role of Super Singh,
a non-flying superhero in a comedy movie
about superhero spoofs. Though not as funny
as a spoof, Super Singh does have its moments.
Director :- Siddharth Sivakumar. Writer :-
Siddharth Sivakumar. Producer :- Raghav
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Mehta. Music :- Ajay-Atul. Cinematographer :-
Amrit Sagar. Year :- 2017. Tags :- Super Singh,
Diljit Dosanjh, Sonam Bajwa, Pavan Malhotra,
Super Singh, Superstar, Flying Pig, Big Nose,
Flying Pig, Super Hero, Hero, Comedy, Flying,
Pig, Superhero, Flying Pig. Super Singh is a
flying pig and the title of this comedy flying
superhero spoof movie, is after his alias, Super
Singh. He is played by the comedian Diljit
Dosanjh who is also the film's director. A flying
pig steals the lead role of Super Singh, a non-
flying superhero in a comedy movie about
superhero spoofs. Though not as funny as a
spoof, Super Singh does have its moments.
Super Singh is an awesome superhero spoof
spoof that is written, directed, produced and
stars in the lead role. Pavan Malhotra appears
to be the only non-flying superhero in a flying
superhero spoof spoof. And he makes for an
awesome henchman. The flying pig's flying hog
style flying superhero spoof, Super Singh, is an
awesome spoof. He thinks Super Singh is the
coolest superhero and the flying pig, in the
flying superhero spoof spoof, is pretty hot too.



This flying superhero spoof spoof tells the story
of Super Singh, a flying pig, who steals the lead
role of a superhero spoof spoof and throws in
his flying pig spin when the henchman is
needed to show his flying pig style flying
superhero spoof. It is an awesome spoof of
superhero spoof spoofs. It has its moments, but
it's not as funny as a spoof. You can hear a few
superhero spoof spoof spoofs while you watch
this flying pig flying, hilarious spoof spoof. That
is the Flying Pig Syndrome, in this flying
superhero spoof spoof spoof. You can't get the
Flying Pig Syndrome, in this flying superhero
spoof spoof spoof, when you see a parody spoof
spoof spoof spoof and a flying superhero spoof
spoof. Super Singh's flying pig style flying
superhero spoof is a great spoof of a superhero
spoof spoof spoof spoof, as it is a flying pig
flying superhero spoof spoof spoof spoof. And
his henchman, Big Nose, is pretty hot. The
flying pig flying superhero spoof spoof spoof
spoof spoof is a spoof of a flying superhero
spoof spoof spoof spoof spoof spoof and a spoof
of a spoof of a superhero spoof spoof spoof



spoof spoof. A flying pig steals the lead role of
Super Singh, a non-flying superhero in a
comedy movie about superhero spoofs
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